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Abstract

As a significant step for human face modeling, editing,
and generation, face landmarking aims at extracting facial
keypoints from images. A generalizable face landmarker is
required in practice because real-world facial images, e.g.,
the avatars in animations and games, are often stylized in
various ways. However, achieving generalizable face land-
marking is challenging due to the diversity of facial styles
and the scarcity of labeled stylized faces. In this study, we
propose a simple but effective paradigm to learn a general-
izable face landmarker based on labeled real human faces
and unlabeled stylized faces. Our method learns the face
landmarker as the key module of a conditional face warper.
Given a pair of real and stylized facial images, the condi-
tional face warper predicts a warping field from the real
face to the stylized one, in which the face landmarker pre-
dicts the ending points of the warping field and provides us
with high-quality pseudo landmarks for the corresponding
stylized facial images. Applying an alternating optimization
strategy, we learn the face landmarker to minimize i) the
discrepancy between the stylized faces and the warped real
ones and ii) the prediction errors of both real and pseudo
landmarks. Experiments on various datasets show that our
method outperforms existing state-of-the-art domain adap-
tation methods in face landmarking tasks, leading to a face
landmarker with better generalizability. Code is available
at https://plustwo0.github.io/project-face-landmarker.

1. Introduction
Face landmarking seeks to extract human facial keypoints
(e.g., eyes, nose, facial contour, and so on) from facial im-
ages. This task is important for many applications in the
field of computer vision and graphics, such as face recogni-
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Figure 1. Both commercial software like Face++ and open-source
method like SLPT [52] work well on landmarking real faces (e.g.,
those in 300W [38]) while achieving suboptimal performance
when landmarking stylized faces (e.g., those in CariFace [4] and
ArtiFace [55]). While existing domain adaptation method does not
improve the performance significantly, our method achieves a gen-
eralizable face landmarker for various facial images.

tion [1, 28, 33, 43, 53], face stylization [5], and 3D face re-
construction [11, 26, 37]. Currently, many open-source and
commercial face landmarkers [19, 51, 58] have been devel-
oped and achieved encouraging performance in this task.

Most existing face landmarkers are designed and trained
for landmarking real human faces, while the rapid devel-
opment of AIGC applications, such as artistic character
creation and cartoon generation [2, 15], leads to a mas-
sive increase in demands for landmarking stylized facial
images. Unfortunately, as shown in Fig. 1, existing face
landmarkers often fail to landmark stylized facial images.
Even if applying state-of-the-art domain adaptation strate-
gies [12, 25, 27, 59, 61], the generalizability of the learned
landmarkers in the stylized facial image domain is still un-
satisfactory. Essentially, traditional face landmarkers work
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Figure 2. The scheme of our proposed method for learning a gen-
eralizable face landmarker.

well on real human faces because of the relatively stable ge-
ometry of real human faces and the sufficient labeled facial
images. These two conditions, however, become question-
able when landmarking stylized faces — the stylized facial
images often have various facial styles, and manually land-
marking such stylized faces is much more time-consuming
than landmarking real faces. As a result, learning a gener-
alizable face landmarker becomes a challenging task.

In this paper, we propose a simple but effective paradigm
for learning a generalizable face landmarker, overcoming
the challenges caused by the diversity of facial styles and
the scarcity of labeled stylized faces. As illustrated in Fig. 2,
given labeled real human facial images and unlabeled styl-
ized facial images, we learn a face landmarker embedded in
a conditional face warper. The face warper aims to deform
real human faces according to stylized facial images, gener-
ating warped faces and corresponding warping fields. The
face landmarker, as the key module of the warper, predicts
the ending points of the warping fields and thus provides us
with pseudo landmarks for the stylized facial images. The
warping field is parametrized by a polyharmonic interpo-
lation model. Under the guidance of the conditional face
warping, we learn the face landmarker in an alternating op-
timization framework: The face landmarker is updated to i)
minimize the discrepancy between the stylized faces and the
corresponding warped real human faces and ii) minimize
the prediction errors of both real and pseudo landmarks. In
the first step, the face landmarker is learned associated with
the warping field model, while in the second step, the face
landmarker is updated with proximal regularization.

The extensive experiments in various face landmark-
ing tasks demonstrate the effectiveness of learning method.
The impacts of different loss functions and data settings on

our learning method are analyzed through detailed ablation
studies. Experimental results show that our learning method
results in a face landmarker that is generalizable to the fa-
cial images with different styles, which outperforms repre-
sentative domain adaptation methods consistently in various
stylized face landmarking tasks.

2. Related Work
2.1. Face Landmarking

Given facial images, the early face landmarking methods
learn regression models to predict landmark coordinates
directly [6, 32]. The models are often parameterized by
neural networks like Transformer [46], capturing facial at-
tributes that have been proven to be crucial for landmark
prediction [24]. The coordinate regression is achieved in a
coarse-to-fine framework [58], leading to a cascading land-
marking pipeline. Recently, to make the landmark predic-
tion robust to the variations in pose, scale, and occlusion,
DAN [22] introduces the novel use of heatmaps and ex-
tracts features from the entire face rather than local patches
around landmarks. SBR [9] utilizes the registration of syn-
thesized images to provide supervisory signals for training.
Adaptive Wing Loss [48] is proposed to address the imbal-
ance between foreground pixels and background pixels by
analysis of the main drawbacks of different loss functions.
HRNet [47] produces high-resolution maps by connecting
and exchanging information via merging multi-scale picture
features across many branches.

As aforementioned, most existing face landmarkers are
learned for real human faces, which can not be adapted
directly to stylized faces (e.g., cartoon and artistic faces).
Essentially, treating labeled real human faces as a source
domain and unlabeled stylized faces as a target domain,
we can learn a generalizable face landmark by solving a
domain adaptation (DA) problem [30, 31]. Accordingly,
many DA techniques [27, 49] have potential in our prob-
lem, including the classic metric learning-based methods
(e.g., CORAL [41], contrastive domain discrepancy [17],
and maximum mean discrepancy [16]) and the recent ad-
versarial learning-based methods [12, 35, 56, 59]. However,
in the following content, we will show that directly apply-
ing these DA techniques often fails to achieve generalizable
face landmarking because of the significant gap between the
source and target face domains.

2.2. Face Warping

Face warping is a technique that involves geometrically de-
forming source facial images to specified target shapes. The
key step of this task is predicting a warping field between
the source and target images that captures the shifts of im-
age pixels. To achieve this aim, DST [20] and FoA [55]
find matching keypoints between source and target images
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and then generate a dense warping field through data inter-
polation [8]. Instead of matching keypoints, some meth-
ods learn neural networks to predict dense warping fields
directly based on paired images, e.g., Flownet [10], Auto-
Toon [15], RAFT [44], and their variants [29]. However,
these methods require the paired images to be similar to
each other, which cannot capture significant deformations
between the faces in different domains.

Compared to face stylization [13, 18, 39, 40], face warp-
ing is a relatively easier task because it only considers the
deformation of shapes while ignoring the transfer of tex-
tures. However, it should be noted that this task is more
relevant to face landmarking, in which the warping field
provides us with strong evidence to shift face landmarks of
source faces to target ones [50]. Inspired by such a strong
correlation, we develop the proposed learning paradigm.

3. Proposed Method
Denote X as the image space and Y as the landmark space,
respectively. In this work, we observe a set of labeled real
human faces, i.e., D(L) = {X(L)

i ,Y
(L)
i }NL

i=1 ⊂ XR×Y and
a set of unlabeled stylized faces, i.e., D(U) = {X(U)

i }NU
i=1 ⊂

XS , where XR,XS ⊂ X correspond to the real and stylized
face domains, respectively. Each Xi ∈ RH×W×3 repre-
sents an image, and each Yi = [yi,k] ∈ R2×K records K
face landmark coordinates, where yi,k ∈ R2. We aim to
learn a face landmarker, denoted as fθ : X 7→ Y , where θ is
the model parameter. The model should be able to predict
face landmarks from facial images and moreover, general-
ize to both XR and XS . To achieve this aim, we embed the
face landmarker into a conditional face warper and learn it
associated with a parametric warping field predictor in an
alternating optimization framework, as illustrated in Fig. 2.

3.1. Face Landmarking Guided by Face Warping

In this study, we take the SLPT model [52] as the backbone
of our face landmarker. Given a stylized face X

(U)
i , the

face landmarker predicts its landmarks as Ŷ (U)
i = [ŷ

(U)
i,k ] =

fθ(X
(U)
i ). At the same time, we can sample a labeled real

face (X
(L)
j ,Y

(L)
j ) ∼ DL. Treating the labeled and pre-

dicted landmarks as keypoints, we can model a warping
field from the real face to the stylized one by the follow-
ing polyharmonic interpolation model [14]:

wi,γ(y) =
∑K

k=1
ωkϕ(∥y − ŷ

(U)
i,k ∥2) + V y + b, (1)

where γ = {{ωk ∈ R2}Kk=1,V ∈ R2×2, b ∈ R2} cor-
respond to the parameters of the warping field. As shown
in (1), the vector y denotes the u-v coordinate of a pixel
in the stylized facial image, and wi,γ(y) gives the inverse
mapping from the pixel y to a coordinate in the real hu-
man facial image, conditioned on X

(U)
i . The first term

∑K
k=1 ωkϕ(∥y − ŷ

(U)
i,k ∥2) achieves nonparametric regres-

sion for modeling nonrigid deformations, in which ϕ(r) is
a predefined thin-plate spline function. The second term
V y + b is a linear parametric model capturing the rigid
transformation of y.

For each pixel coordinate y ∈ {1, ...,H} × {1, ...,W},
we can trace it back to the real human facial image based
on wi,γ(y) and obtain the pixel color as X

(L)
j (wi,γ(y)).

Accordingly, with the grid sampler constructed via inverse
mapping function wi,γ , we obtain the warped real human
facial image conditioned on X

(U)
i , denoted as X̂

(L)
j|i . For

y ∈ {1, ...,H} × {1, ...,W} and j = 1, ..., NL, we have

X̂
(L)
j|i (y) = X

(L)
j (wi,γ(y)). (2)

Unlike WarpGAN [40], which generates the warped face
by predicting dense keypoints and their displacements by
two fully-connected layers during training, we directly use
the predicted and observed landmarks to define sparse dis-
placements and estimate other pixels’ displacements by
spline-based interpolation, which improves computational
efficiency significantly. Moreover, by applying the warping
field model with limited degree-of-freedom (i.e., few learn-
able parameters), we can focus more on the learning of the
face landmarker in the training phase.

Specifically, the warped face together with the warping
field provides a useful guidance for the learning of the face
landmarker. In particular, we formulate the learning prob-
lem of the face landmarker as follows:

minθ,γ
∑NL

j=1
∥fθ(X(L)

j )− Y
(L)
j ∥2F︸ ︷︷ ︸

Landmarking error in the source domain

+
∑NU

i=1

∑NL

j=1
∥∇X̂

(L)
j|i −∇X

(U)
i ∥2F︸ ︷︷ ︸

Discrepancy of image gradient

+
∑NU

i=1

∑NL

j=1
∥wi,γ(Ŷ

(U)
i )− Y

(L)
j ∥2F︸ ︷︷ ︸

Landmark warping error

,

(3)

where ∥·∥F represents the Frobenius norm of matrix. In (3),
the first term is the landmarking error for real faces, which
corresponds to the data fidelity loss in the source domain.
The second term measures the discrepancy between the
stylized face and the warped real face in the gradient field,
in which the gradient operation ∇ is implemented by the
Sobel operator. The third term is the landmark warping er-
ror. Both the second and third terms are determined jointly
by the landmarker fθ and warping field model wi,γ .

3.2. Alternating Optimization Strategy

The optimization problem in (3) is non-convex because the
landmarker is implemented by a neural network and is cou-
pled to the warping field model. As a result, learning θ and
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Figure 3. Illustrations of conditional face warping results. Taking
a cartoon face as the target, our model warps real human faces
accordingly. The red dots indicate real human face landmarks,
and green dots indicate cartoon and warped face landmarks.

γ jointly often falls into an undesired local optimum even
an unstable saddle point. To mitigate this issue, we propose
an alternating optimization framework. In principle, we can
decompose the optimization problem in (3) into the follow-
ing two subproblems and solve them iteratively.
• Face Warper Optimization: The first subproblem cor-

responds to the optimization of the face warper, i.e.,

θ(1), γ(1) =arg minθ,γ
∑

i,j
∥∇X̂

(L)
j|i −∇X

(U)
i ∥2F

+
∑

i,j
∥wi,γ(Ŷ

(U)
i )− Y

(L)
j ∥2F .

(4)

In this subproblem, we only care about whether the real
human faces can be warped as the stylized faces with high
accuracy, so the term of landmarking error is ignored. We
solve this problem by Adam [21]: in each step, we update
θ and γ based on a batch of randomly-sampled face pairs.

• Proximal Face Landmarker Optimization: Given θ(1)

and the predicted landmarks (i.e., Ŷ (U)
i = fθ(1)(X

(U)
i )

for i = 1, ..., NL), we can treat θ(1) as the initial variable
and optimize it with a proximal regularizer:

θ(2) =arg minθ
∑NL

j=1
∥fθ(X(L)

j )− Y
(L)
j ∥2F

+
∑NU

i=1
∥fθ(X(U)

i )− Ŷ
(U)
i ∥2F︸ ︷︷ ︸

Pseudo landmarking error in the target domain

. (5)

Here, the second term in (5) measures the estimation er-
rors of the pseudo landmarks achieved in the previous
step. Essentially, it works as a proximal regularizer, en-
suring that the optimized landmarks fθ(2)(X

(U)
i ) is not

too far away from the previous estimation Ŷ
(U)
i . Simi-

larly, we can solve this problem by Adam [21] as well.
Fig. 3 shows the warping effect on real human faces

achieved by solving (4). In Fig. 3, the first row shows
the real human faces with landmarks and the target styl-
ized face, and the second row shows the warping results,

Algorithm 1 Proposed learning scheme of face landmarker

Require: Labeled real faces D(L) and unlabeled stylized
faces D(U). The number of iterations (i.e., M ). Epochs
for the subproblems (i.e., L1 and L2).

1: Initialize {γ(0)} with a pretrained model on D(L) and
{θ(0)} randomly.

2: for m = 0, ...,M − 1 do
3: Sample a batch {X(U)

i ,X
(L)
i ,Y

(L)
i }Ni=1.

4: Face warper optimization:
5: Take θ(2m), γ(m) as the initialization, then solve (4)

by Adam with L1 epochs and obtain θ(2m+1).
6: Proximal face landmarker optimization:
7: Take θ(2m+1) as the initialization, then solve (5) by

Adam with L2 epochs and obtain θ(2m+2).
8: end for
9: return Output a generalizable face landmarker fθ(2M) .

in which the green dots are predicted landmarks. These re-
sults empirically demonstrate the rationality of our alternat-
ing optimization framework. In particular, we can find that
solving (4) leads to reasonable warping results, which are
similar to the target stylized face on shape. The similarity
on face shape indicates that the predicted landmarks can be
treated as reliable pseudo labels of the stylized face, which
can be used to construct the proximal regularizer that penal-
izing the pesudo landmarking errors in the target domain.
Repeating the above two steps till converge, we obtain the
target face landmarker that is generalizable for both real and
stylized faces. Algorithm 1 shows the learning scheme.

4. Experiment
We apply our learning method to learn a face landmarker
and test it on landmarking faces with various styles. Ex-
tensive experiments, including comparisons with baselines
and analytic ablation studies, demonstrate the effectiveness
of our learning method and the generalizability of the cor-
responding face landmarker. All the experiments are con-
ducted on a single NVIDIA 3090 GPU. Representative ex-
perimental results are shown below. More experimental
results and implementation details are given in the sup-
plementary material.

4.1. Dataset

In this study, we conduct experiments based on the follow-
ing three commonly-used face datasets.
• 300W Dataset. 300W [38] is comprised of five well-

known real human face datasets including LFPW [3],
AFW [60], HELEN [23], XM2VTS [34], and IBUG [38].

• CariFace Dataset. CariFace [4] is created by searching
and selecting thousands of various caricatures from dif-
ferent celebrities on the Internet.
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Table 1. Data settings for the three learning paradigms.

Learning
#Training Images and Label Information #Testing Images

Paradigm 300W CariFace ArtiFace
300W

CariFace ArtiFace
Common Challenge Full

DA (300W→CariFace) 3,148 Labeled 3,372 Unlabeled — — 554 135 689 800 —
DA (300W→ArtiFace) 3,148 Labeled — — 128 Unlabeled 554 135 689 — 32

GZSL (Unseen ArtiFace) 3,148 Labeled 3,372 Unlabeled — — 554 135 689 800 160
GZSL (Unseen CariFace) 3,148 Labeled — — 128 Unlabeled 554 135 689 800 32

Oracle 3,148 Labeled 3,372 Labeled 128 Labeled 554 135 689 800 32

Figure 4. Illustrations of typical samples in the 300W, CariFace,
and ArtiFace datasets, each of which is annotated with landmarks.

• ArtiFace Dataset. ArtiFace [55] contains 160 artistic
portraits of 16 artists, which covers diverse artwork styles
ranging from Renaissance to Comics.

Each face in the datasets is annotated with 68 landmarks.
Typical faces in the datasets and their landmarks are shown
in Fig. 4. We can find that the faces in the three datasets
have distinguished styles, which correspond to three differ-
ent domains. In particular, compared to 300W [38], Cari-
Face [4] exhibits abstract and exaggerated patterns, leading
to large representation variations. ArtiFace [55] not only
has larger variations across different artistic categories but
also differs greatly in terms of the aspect of facial scales,
orientations, locations, and so on.

4.2. Learning Paradigms and Baselines

Given the above datasets, we consider the following three
learning paradigms:
• Domain Adaptation (DA). Given labeled 300W faces

and unlabeled stylized faces from CariFace or ArtiFace,
we learn a face landmarker based on various domain
adaptation methods.

• Generalized Zero-shot Learning (GZSL). In the chal-
lenging GZSL setting, we learn a face landmarker based
on the above DA-based methods and test it in an unseen

face domain (e.g., learning the landmarker on labeled
300W and unlabeled CariFace and testing on ArtiFace).

• Oracle. In this setting, the labeled faces of all three
datasets are accessible, and we can learn the face land-
marker by classic supervised learning.

For a fair comparison, in each learning paradigm, we set
the architecture of the face landmarker based on the SLPT
in [52]. Ideally, we would like to learn landmarkers in
the DA and GZSL settings, making its performance com-
parable to the oracle. In the oracle setting, we can learn
the face landmarker directly via classic supervised learn-
ing (SL), i.e., minθ

∑
(X,Y )∼D ∥fθ(X)−Y ∥2F . In the DA

and GZSL settings, besides minimizing the landmark es-
timation errors, we can apply various image style transfer
and domain adaptation methods, e.g., RevGrad [12], Cy-
cleGAN [59], BDL [25], AdaptSegNet [45] and FDA [54],
to impose domain adaptation regularization during training.
These methods work as the baselines of our method.

Given the landmarkers learned by various methods, we
evaluate them with the standard metric, Normalized Mean
Error (NME). In Tab. 1, we show the training and testing
data settings in the above three learning paradigms. Fol-
lowing existing work [9, 42, 52], we further split the 689
testing faces in 300W into 554 faces in common scenarios
and 135 faces in challenging scenarios. The NMEs for the
common, challenge, and full scenarios are recorded.

4.3. Numerical and Visual Comparisons

In Tab. 2, we show the performance of various learning
methods in different settings, demonstrating the effective-
ness and superiority of our method. In particular, existing
DA methods often fail to improve the generalization power
of model a lot in face landmarking tasks — their perfor-
mance in target and unseen domains is inferior to that in the
oracle setting, with a significant gap on NME. A potential
reason for this phenomenon is that these methods focus on
the adaptation of image domain and the landmark-related
loss is not dominant in their learning processes. As a result,
instead of learning the face landmarker, they make more ef-
forts to optimize the parameters of other modules (e.g., the
neural network-based face stylization modules and discrim-
inators) during training.
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Table 2. Comparisons for various methods on their NMEs. In DA and GZSL settings, the best results are bold.

Learning Paradigm Learning Method
300W

CariFace ArtiFace
Average

Common Challenge Full NME
SL+RevGrad [12] 2.84 5.58 3.38 12.19 5.16 7.83

DA (300W→CariFace)
SL+CycleGAN [59] 2.74 5.43 3.27 12.11 4.70 7.70

and
SL+BDL [25] 3.28 6.17 3.84 13.63 5.65 8.77

GZSL (Unseen ArtiFace)
SL+ASN [45] 2.92 5.26 3.38 12.21 4.75 7.80
SL+FDA [54] 2.89 5.18 3.34 12.66 4.60 8.07
Ours 2.79 4.91 3.20 7.70 3.95 5.46
SL+RevGrad [12] 2.99 5.81 3.55 12.46 4.74 8.26

DA (300W→ArtiFace)
SL+CycleGAN [59] 3.00 5.65 3.52 12.64 5.34 8.36

and
SL+BDL [25] 2.99 5.32 3.44 13.40 5.90 8.73

GZSL (Unseen CariFace)
SL+ASN [45] 2.89 5.81 3.46 16.58 5.65 10.31
SL+FDA [54] 3.05 6.21 3.68 12.33 5.87 8.27
Ours 2.90 5.14 3.34 10.93 3.93 7.34

Oracle SL 2.68 4.86 3.10 5.48 3.31 4.36

Table 3. The impacts of different model architectures on the NME performance of our method. In each setting, the best results are bold.

Learning Paradigm Learning Method
300W

CariFace ArtiFace
Average

Common Challenge Full NME
DA (300W→CariFace) SBR [9] 3.61 6.36 4.15 8.00 5.09 6.11

and HRNet [47] 2.93 5.29 3.40 7.73 4.33 5.60
GZSL (Unseen ArtiFace) SLPT [52] (Default) 2.79 4.91 3.20 7.70 3.95 5.46
DA (300W→ArtiFace) SBR [9] 3.70 6.82 4.32 11.35 5.32 8.04

and HRNet [47] 3.04 5.44 3.51 9.85 4.30 6.86
GZSL (Unseen CariFace) SLPT [52] (Default) 2.90 5.14 3.34 10.93 3.93 7.34

Source-only RevGrad CycleGAN BDL Ours
(a) DA (300W→CariFace)

Source-only RevGrad CycleGAN BDL Ours
(b) DA (300W→ArtiFace)

Figure 5. Visual comparisons for various methods in the two DA
settings. We only highlight points on the inner lips in the enlarged
region of the mouth in (a), as well as the eyes and the sides of the
cheeks, excluding points on the eyebrows in (b).

Different from the baselines, the performance of our
model in the target domain (e.g., CariFace and ArtiFace) is
improved consistently, while the performance in the source

Source-only RevGrad CycleGAN BDL Ours
(a) Case 1

Source-only RevGrad CycleGAN BDL Ours
(b) Case 2

Figure 6. Visual comparisons for various methods in the GZSL
(Unseen ArtiFace) setting. The zoomed-in area in (a) highlights
the noses and facial contours, while that in (b) concentrates on the
upper part of faces.

domain does not degrade a lot. In both DA and GZSL set-
tings, our method outperforms the baselines in most situ-
ations. Especially in the GZSL settings, the landmarkers
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Figure 7. Comparisons for different optimization strategies on NME performance in the GZSL (Unseen ArtiFace) setting.

Table 4. Comparison with SOTA landmark detectors on NME.

Learning Method Train on 300W Our method
Backbone OP SPIGA STAR SLPT STAR SLPT

DA on Cariface 10.46 11.23 10.97 11.05 7.62 7.70
GZSL on Artiface 5.55 5.19 5.30 4.56 4.86 3.93

obtained by our method show encouraging generalization
power, which achieves lower NME than the baselines in the
unseen domain (i.e., ArtiFace). Overall, the NME of our
method in the source domain (i.e., 300W) is comparable to
that achieved in the oracle setting. For the target even un-
seen domains, our method reduces the gap to the oracle.

Besides the numerical comparisons, we provide some vi-
sualization results obtained by different methods in Figs. 5
and 6. For a complete comparison, the results of the SLPT
trained only on 300W are shown in the figures as well,
which corresponds to learning a face landmarker only based
on the data in the source domain. We can find that by apply-
ing our learning method, the face landmarker obtains better
landmarks, which aligns with the ground truth with smaller
errors, particularly for the landmarks of face contour, nose,
mouth, and eyebrow.

To further verify the generalization of our method, we
select three more state-of-the-art landmarkers, including
OpenPose (OP) [7], SPIGA [36] and STAR [57] for nu-
merical comparisons, and incorporate STAR as the back-
bone model of our method. Tab. 4 demonstrates that our
learning method is applicable for various backbone models
(e.g., STAR and SLPT), and integrating existing landmark-
ers with our learning method is an effective and competitive
approach to enhance their generalizability.

4.4. Analytic Experiments

4.4.1 Joint v.s. Alternating Optimization

As aforementioned, learning the face landmarker and the
warping field model jointly makes it much easier to fall into
undesired local optimum or unstable saddle points. To ver-
ify this claim, we apply the joint optimization strategy, i.e.,

solving (3) by optimizing θ and γ jointly in each gradient
descent step and compare its performance with ours. In
Fig. 7, we show the best NME achieved by this joint opti-
mization strategy and the NME achieved by our alternating
optimization method in each iteration. We can find that the
joint optimization strategy tends to overfit the source do-
main (300W), leading to power generlizability in the target
and unseen domains. On the contrary, with the increase of
iterations, the NMEs of our method on the target and un-
seen domains decrease consistently and become lower than
those of the joint optimization after several iterations.

4.4.2 Impacts of Model Architectures

Besides the optimization strategy, the model architecture
also has an impact on the model performance. By default,
we implement the face landmarker as the SLPT model.
In this experiment, we further explore the performance
of other model architectures, including SBR [9] and HR-
Net [47]. Tab. 3 shows the performance of different model
architectures in DA and GZSL settings. We can find that
the SLPT-based face landmarker works better than the two
competitors in this experiment. A potential reason for this
phenomenon is that both SBR and HRNet are heatmap-
based face landmarkers. Given an input facial image, they
output a heatmap indicating the distribution of landmarks
rather than a set of deterministic landmark coordinates. We
have to first detect the landmarks from the heatmap and then
pass them through the warping field model. Accordingly,
in the face warper optimization step (i.e., solving (4)), the
landmarker and the warping field model cannot be trained in
an end-to-end way because the backpropagation of the gra-
dient becomes inapplicable. As a result, we have to update
θ and γ alternatively, leading to suboptimal performance.

4.4.3 Effects on Loss Term

In the context of our model’s loss function, the image gra-
dient field serves as its input. It has been observed through
experiments that utilizing distinct gradient operators leads
to the generation of varying image gradient fields, which in
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Table 5. Quantitative comparison on CariFace dataset.

Operator Gray Spatial Laplacian Canny Sobel

NME
✓ 8.282 7.870 8.005 7.695
× 7.958 7.921 8.011 7.863

Table 6. Comparisons for different losses on NME.

Type of Loss MSE Perceptual w.o. Grad MSE Grad MSE

300W
Common 3.08 2.89 2.96 2.79
Challenge 5.43 5.13 5.00 4.91

Full 3.54 3.33 3.36 3.20
DA on Caricature 8.26 8.23 9.48 7.70
GZSL on ArtiFace 4.12 4.07 4.06 3.95

turn influences the model’s performance. Consequently, in
this section, we assess and compare the training outcomes
derived from image gradient fields obtained through the ap-
plication of diverse gradient operators.

Moreover, it is crucial to recognize that the choice of
the input image, specifically whether it is a grayscale im-
age or not, can also exert a certain influence on the results.
As a result, we have incorporated a comparison of the out-
comes when the input is a grayscale image. It is important
to emphasize that all experiment settings are maintained
consistently. The results are shown in Tab. 5. Utilizing
grayscale images yields superior effects compared to not
using grayscale images. This could be attributed to the fact
that converting an image to grayscale eliminates the trivial
effects of color and complex textures. The most optimal
outcome is achieved by employing the Sobel operator. This
may be due to the Sobel operator’s emphasis on edge infor-
mation within the image, enabling it to capture more geo-
metric details. Additionally, the Sobel operator incorporates
a mild smoothing effect during gradient computation, which
mitigates the impact of noise.

Furthermore, we consider i) replacing the gradient MSE
loss in (3) with the pixel MSE or perceptual loss and ii)
removing the gradient MSE loss. Tab. 6 shows the ratio-
nality of the gradient MSE for the reason that i) landmarks
are distributed on edges; and ii) the gradient field filters out
unnecessary color information, simplifying the task. These
findings form the basis for our decision to adopt this partic-
ular method in our experimental process.

4.4.4 Rationality of Proposed Warping Field Model

Besides the model architecture of the face landmarker, the
warping field model impacts our face landmarker as well
— when the predicted warping field is inaccurate, we can-
not obtain reliable pseudo landmarks for stylized faces.
Therefore, we investigate different face warping models and

(a) Source (b) Target (c) AutoToon

(d) CariGANs (e) RAFT (f) Ours

Figure 8. Comparisons for different face warpers.

demonstrate the rationality of the warping field model im-
plemented in our work. In particular, applying different
warping field models in our training process, we visualize
their warping results in Fig. 8. We can find that although the
face landmarker with the polyharmonic interpolation model
leads to a very simple face warper, it outperforms many ex-
isting neural network-based image warping methods, such
as AutoToon [15] and CariGANs [5] for facial manipula-
tion and the optical flow methods like RAFT [44]. These
methods either require one-to-one correspondence informa-
tion between source and target images or assume the defor-
mation between the two images to be slight, making them
unsuitable for our problem, especially for the stylized faces
with significant nonrigid deformations.

5. Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a simple but effective method for
learning a generalizable face landmarker applicable to fa-
cial images with different styles. Given labeled real hu-
man faces and unlabeled stylized faces, our method learns
the face landmarker under the guidance of conditional face
warping, demonstrating the usefulness of the warping infor-
mation. An alternating optimization framework is proposed
to learn the face landmarker together with the warping field
model. Experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of our
method. Especially in the generalized zero-shot learning
scenarios, our method achieves encouraging landmarking
accuracy in unseen face domains.
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